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Abstract

Many project managers face the dilemma of using delay versus non-delay scheduling while planning and managing a project. The first
approach is called a non-delay schedule, also known as the ‘‘early start’’ or ‘‘as soon as possible’’ approach. The second approach, called a
‘‘delay schedule’’, based on ‘‘late start’’ scheduling, has recently been connected to some new models, among them, the Theory of Con-
straints. The paper compares these two approaches for managing projects. The non-delay concept was found to be more efficient in reduc-
ing project risk, reducing project duration, improving resource load, improving project tram development and improving the positioning
of a project manager while negotiating for resources. However, some limitations in existing non-delay models were found and hence, a new
non-delay scheduling algorithm was developed and is introduced in this paper. Comparing this model with other models from the liter-
ature, it was found that the suggested one gives better results while considering measures of computing time and project duration.
� 2005 Elsevier Ltd and IPMA. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many project managers face the dilemma of whether to
start executing certain non-critical activities, or to delay
them, using their slacks. On the one hand, delaying non-
critical activities saves the time-value of capital tied to their
execution, frees the resources they would have used and
improve project�s cash flow. On the other hand, delaying
activities increases their chance of becoming critical and
delaying the project�s due date. Roughly speaking, two
scheduling approaches for this dilemma exist: the first
approach is called Non-Delay scheduling, and is also
known as the ‘‘early-start approach’’ or ‘‘ASAP approach’’
(as soon as possible approach). The second approach is the
Delay concept, also known as the ‘‘late-start approach’’.
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The second approach has received a significant push from
the Theory of Constraints and is used in capital-intensive
projects for saving the time value of money.

The Non-Delay concept is commonly used among pro-
ject managers. According to this approach, any activity
that can start without deferring other activities should
not be delayed. Delaying activities may increase the risk
of not completing the project on time. Moreover, avoiding
using available resources may cause project managers to be
accused of wasting their resources and losing resources for
other projects. Thus, it is the interest of a project manager
to prefer the early-start approach, and as a result, most
project management software packages use this approach
as the default for project planning. Today, most project
management software tools offer project managers a choice
between these two types of scheduling.

Lately, some heuristics, models and project management
software packages, based on the ‘‘Delay’’ concept have
become very popular. The leading model is called Theory
of Constraints (TOC), introduced by Goldratt [13], using
the slacks to their maximal values and then protecting
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activities included in the Critical Chain by feeding and
resource buffers. According to this approach, activities
can be delayed, without delaying the duration of the entire
project. Models include in the ‘‘Delay’’ concept sometimes
require a ‘‘late start’’ approach, based on the natural urge
of delaying any activity to its latest schedule, called the
‘‘student syndrome’’ [13]. The selection of an approach to
be used in the project is a critical one, impacting all mana-
gerial aspects – the level of project risk, the chance to finish
the project on time, cash flow, etc.

The objectives of this paper are to analyze the manage-
rial meaning of each scheduling approach, analyze the
existing models included in each approach and suggest an
improved model. First, let us review the literature in this
area.

2. Literature review

Scheduling a project with a limitation of resources is a
common problem that most project managers have to cope
with [32]. This problem is referred to in the literature as
‘‘Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem’’
(RCPSP) and is described in scheduling and operations
research literature ([20,19,6]).

This problem has a set of one or more limited resource
types and a set of activities to be scheduled. Each activity
has a fixed duration and during its execution there is a fixed
resource consumption level for each type of resource. In
project scheduling, delays in the execution time of certain
activities occur when resources required by these activities
are not available in sufficient quantities [14]. The aim is to
find a feasible schedule with the shortest duration. The
RCPSP can be easily formulated, yet it is very hard to find
an exact solution for it, especially for large-scale projects [6].

The RCPSP is known to be Non-Polynomial (NP) hard
[6,18–20]. This means that none of the exact optimal tech-
niques can solve the problems faced by large projects in a
timely manner. Some of the known solutions for this prob-
lem will now be introduced.

Pritsker et al. [24] solved the RCPSP as an Integer Pro-
gramming (IP) problem, using binary variables. Peterson
a. Non-Delay Categorization 
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Fig. 1. Categorization of schedules using: (a) the N
and Huber [23] formulated the problem as a 0–1 integer lin-
ear program. Kaplan [16], Alvarez-Valdes and Tamarit [3],
Mingozzi et al. [22], Kolisch [18] and Klein [17] improved
the mathematical programming formulation of this prob-
lem. The Branch and Bound concept has also been used
to solve RCPSP problems [1,7]. Demeulemeester and Her-
roelen [10] introduced an efficient branch and bound
approach, which allowed for delays in schedule. This tech-
nique is most beneficial for addressing computer memory,
search strategy and strong lower bound [8,9]. Sperecher
et al. [26] defined ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘semi-active’’ schedules in
the realm of project scheduling and their definition is used
in our study.

According to Icmeli et al. [14], by the late 1970s, there
were already more than 100 heuristic procedures and many
exact solution techniques available for RCPSP. Analyzing
these quoted techniques for solving the RCPSP, we may
take into account two different approaches: optimal and
heuristic.

The optimal approach includes three main groups of
solutions: zero-one programming [23,22], dynamic pro-
gramming [4] and implicit enumeration with branch and
bound [10,27,29]. The NP-hard nature of the problem
makes it difficult to reach an exact solution for realistic-
sized projects. Hence, in practice, the use of heuristics is
necessary. Tormos and Lova [30] classified heuristics for
the RCPSP into four methodologies: (1) Priority rules
based scheduling; (2) Truncated branch and bound; (3)
Disjunctive arcs concepts and (4) Meta-heuristic
techniques.

It is possible to categorize the solutions for this problem
in order to ease the understanding of the two approaches
[26]. Fig. 1 depicts the relationships among the different
groups of schedules according to Non-Delay and Delay
categorizations. Non-Delay schedules are subsets of Active
schedules, themselves subsets of Semi-Active schedules,
which are subsets of all feasible schedules. Sprecher et al.
[26] showed that an optimal RCPSP schedule must be an
Active schedule. A non-delay schedule typically contains
near-optimal solutions. However, optimal schedules may
or may not be a non-delay schedule.
b. Delay Categorization
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Delay schedules are fully analogous to non-delay sched-
ules. The only differences are that the project finish time
replaces the project start time as the point of reference,
and activities� right shifts replace activities� left shifts. Here,
too, the optimum is contained within the Right Active
solutions group, which contains the Full-delay schedules.

The main difference between the two approaches is that
the Delay scheduling approach allows shifting the start
dates of project activities to the right (delaying). Lichten-
berg [21] claims that the optimal solution may be found
in a midway use of the slack. Based on more than 300 pro-
jects of all kind, risk and uncertainty were analyzed to
introduce the Merge Event Bias delays [28].

The most popular Delay concept is the TOC [12], which
postulates a late-start policy when computed time-buffers
allow it. The TOC model is based on the principle that
every system has a constraint, and system performance
can only be improved by enhancing the performance of
the constraining resource. Critical Chain [13], an extension
of TOC designed specifically for project management [25],
aims at developing a sound schedule, using buffer manage-
ment, in order to avoid project overruns. The Critical
Chain methodology provides project managers with a heu-
ristic framework and guidelines on how to plan, schedule,
and control their projects, and it is up to the user of the
method to complete the details. Critical Chain scheduling
includes (1) reducing activity durations by eliminating
safety margins, (2) identifying the Critical Chain, (3) creat-
ing a project buffer and (4) creating feeding buffers [5]. The
Critical Chain results in start times which still provide time-
buffers of security for the critical path, but are unmistak-
ably Delay schedules based on late start of the project
activities [5,25].

Based on models described in the literature survey, let us
demonstrate the two approaches, delay versus non delay
scheduling, in order to better understand the sequences of
each on project planning. Fig. 2 represents a network dia-
gram of a sample project, taken from [6]. Durations of each
activity (in days) are presented on top of the activity�s code
and resource consumptions (per unit of time) are presented
under the activity�s code. For example, activity ‘‘D’’
requires two employees to work together for 3 days, or 6
man-days. Analyzing data, effort required for accomplish-
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Fig. 2. Project network of the sample project.
ing this project equals 32 man-days. The maximal available
resource level of this example is five employees. This means
that theoretically the project cannot be finished in less than
7 days, since 32/5 = 6.4.

Using the above example, the two scheduling
approaches will be illustrated. Fig. 3(a) is derived using
‘‘Concerto’’ software, which uses the TOC methodology.
The ‘‘Concerto’’ run was executed with the software�s
default definitions, without reducing project task dura-
tions. The final duration of the sample project according
to TOC is even longer than the eight days that appears in
the Gantt chart, since it includes an additional project
buffer.

Yet, TOC is not the only solution that uses the Delay
concept. Most project managers who prefer the ‘‘as late
as possible’’ approach will choose to use one of many avail-
able project management packages (i.e. [31]. Hence,
another ‘‘Delay’’ solution is presented in Fig. 3(b), this time
using the function ‘‘as late as possible’’ in MS-Project. The
duration of the project remained eight days, but the start-
ing dates of activities ‘‘A’’, ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘E’’ were changed,
compared to the previous schedule.

A Non-Delay schedule is introduced in Fig. 3(c). This
schedule is the outcome of the resource leveling function
of MS-project and PS-Next software. According to this
schedule, the project starts with executing three activities
together: A, B and F. The minimal project duration of
the example project, under the constraints of resource level,
is 7 days, as presented in Fig. 3(d).

After introducing the scheduling differences between
these two concepts, let us examine the managerial aspects
of the solutions. Managerial aspects may include project
risk, resource load, negotiation for resources and project
tram development. Comparing one Delay scheduling with
a Non-Delay scheduling, we found the following manage-
rial differences in the plans:

1. Project risk – a Non-Delay concept leaves spare time for
schedule overruns of specific activities and hence reduces
project risk. A Delay concept does not always leave
room for mistakes, although the TOC approach treats
this problem using buffers. Non-delay scheduling may
also help us get closer to reaching minimal duration of
a project, due to reducing the level of risk.

2. Resource load – Analyzing resource load we found that
in the sample project, most resources in the Non-Delay
concept will be used during the first six days of the pro-
ject. The Delay concept does not require the work of all
five team members until the fourth day of the project.

3. Negotiation for resources – Using delay approach may
cause problems to a project manager who wants to ask
for additional resources. The fact that he does not use
all of his resources will make his arguments for addi-
tional resources looks odd. Moreover, choosing a delay
technique and leaving some of his resources unutilized
for a period of time may signal management that adding
resources to that project was a mistake.
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4. Project team development – Delay approach will cause a
situation in which not all resources work together until a
very late stage of the project. This may disturb the pro-
ject manager in developing his project team as a united
team.

Analyzing these managerial aspects we found many
advantages to using the non-delay approaches for project
scheduling. Due to large computing time required for exact
solutions, the suggested direction of improving is develop-
ing an efficient heuristic. The next section introduced a new
model for project scheduling, based on the non-delay
approach.

3. A non-delay scheduling model

The proposed algorithm�s logic is based on the Branch
and Bound (BB) principal. However, instead of choosing
from all potential solutions, the technique enumerates only
the efficient feasible non-delay schedules (a small promising
subset). In contrast to most BB techniques, the solution is
developed in stages. Each stage of the proposed branch and
bound is based on an addition of an activity j to a previous
stage�s partial schedule.

The algorithm starts with empty schedule at stage zero
and a set of immediate feasible candidate activities (activi-
ties that have no precedence). The first stage generates a set
of possible first activity candidates. The second stage gen-
erates all distinct, feasible non-delay schedules that can
combine two activities, and so on. Overall for a project
with J activities, the algorithm has J stages. It generates
only the efficient and feasible Non-Delay schedules and
eventually chooses the one that minimizes the project�s
duration. Two new concepts have been a key to the pro-
posed method: (1) a closed interval, and (2) an open set.

A closed interval is a set of activities scheduled for a
given time interval so that no other non-scheduled activity
can be processed simultaneously during the same time
interval (whether it is because of precedence constraints
or resource availability). Fig. 4 depicts an example of a
closed interval made of activities A and B (and the only
one succeeding candidate – activity C). The closed interval
lasts until the end of activity A (and is marked by a double
arrow).
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The algorithm forms consecutive closed intervals of max-
imal resource utilization, ensuring that no simple improve-
ments could be made by moving of a single activity. This is
illustrated in the example shown in the Fig. 5.

Open set – A set of activities, ongoing and scheduled
directly after the closed intervals so that at least one more

activity could be processed simultaneously directly after
the closed intervals. Open-set is composed of an added
activity and/or previously scheduled activities (in the open
set) (Fig. 6).

The algorithm categorizes activities into four groups:

1. Activities in scheduled Closed Intervals.
2. Activities scheduled in an Open-set (more activities

could be scheduled in a parallel manner).
3. Immediate, feasible candidate activities (activities that

could be added to a certain schedule).
4. Other activities (to be scheduled during future stages).
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intervals.
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Each stage of the algorithm starts with the results of the
previous stage. These results include the partial schedule,
the closed intervals, the open set, and a list of immediate
feasible candidate activities (for addition) for each sche-
dule. Having this data for a particular schedule enables
building a new branch for each activity in the feasible can-
didate set. Closing schedule intervals within a stage may
sometimes require additional minor iterations.

The development of a schedule begins by moving an activ-
ity from the immediate feasible candidate activity set of a
schedule to the Open-set of a schedule. This requires an
update of resource consumption of the Open-set activities.

At this point, a decision is required regarding whether or
not to close an interval. Closing an interval occurs only
when no more feasible candidates could be started immedi-
ately after the last closed interval. If a feasible successor has
been found, no closing is possible and the stage is finished
for that particular schedule.

However, if no feasible successor could be found, an
interval closing procedure starts. The first completion of
an activity in the Open-set marks the end of the new closed
interval (to be added to the closed intervals of the sche-
dule). The duration of this closed interval is subtracted
from the activities in the open set.

The feasible candidate set (that had been empty) is
updated for deciding whether to close an additional inter-
val (if the candidate set is empty) or not. Closing intervals
may take several minor iterations until a feasible candidate
(or more) is found. Having an immediate feasible candidate
to be added to the Open-set immediately completes the
stage for the schedule under consideration.

The calculations for each stage are computed for all
schedules. At the end of the stage, inferior schedules are
found by comparison and are disposed off, to limit the
branching.

The proposed model has been computerized and is capa-
ble of calculating large-scale projects. Several projects were
scheduled using this tool and compared to other known
solutions, as is described in the next section.
4. Efficiency of the proposed technique

The objective of this section is to demonstrate the effi-
ciency of the proposed solution. This will be demonstrated
in three parts: (1) to ascertain that the proposed method
finds the best non-delay schedule, (2) to compare the qual-
ity of the proposed solution to the optimal solution and to
other heuristics and (3) to point out other advantages and
limitations of the proposed method.

4.1. The best non-delay schedule

A Closed Interval is an interval during which no other
activity can be added due to resource and precedence con-
straints. Having a continuous sequence of such intervals
ensures a non-delay schedule. The proposed algorithm is
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constructed accordingly and is based on the principle of
sequentially filling and closing intervals.

The schedules of each stage are generated by considering
each feasible successor to each of the partial previous
schedules. These successors� start time is at the end of the
closed intervals. Successors are added until no more activ-
ities can be added (due to both precedence and resources
constraints) and another closed interval is formed. Thus,
by enumerating all the feasible options for adding activities
to the generated schedules, we ensure that all the relevant
non-delay solutions are considered. The bounding opera-
tion culls only inefficient schedules for which a better sche-
dule (with the same set of activities) can be found.

Since we consider all feasible and efficient non-delay
schedules, all we need to do is choose the best one. How-
ever, if we also wanted to consider ‘‘Delay’’ options, we
would have left some intervals ‘‘unclosed’’. This, of course,
would have had a devastating effect on the complexity of
the method.

4.2. Comparison to some results from the literature

The proposed method was also applied to several exam-
ples reported in the literature. We compared the project
duration achieved by each method versus the method pre-
sented here and with respect to the minimal project dura-
tion that could have been achieved. The optimal solution
is taken from literature cited in the right column. Other
methods include ‘‘early start’’, representing Non-Delay
scheduling and ‘‘late start’’, representing Delay scheduling,
which were solved by resource leveling function in MS-
project software.

Indeed, Table 1 shows that the proposed method
improves the software solutions in four cases, and is equal
to it in five more cases. Comparing the suggested method to
the optimal solution, we found that the optimal solution
was reached in 6 out of 9 cases, and a near optimal solution
was found in the other cases. This comparison is somewhat
biased since it includes deliberate examples where the opti-
mal solution includes a delay. On the other hand, among
the non-delay procedures, the proposed method will always
achieve the best results.
Table 1
Comparison of the proposed method to other methods

Project # Resource
limitation

Solution approach

Minimal
(optimal)

The proposed
model

MS-Pro
resource

1 8 15 15 17
2 5 7 8 9
3 3 22 22 22
4 2 5 6 6
5 3 12 12 12
6 9 35 35 35
7 2 34 34 37
8 5 17 17 17
9 20 20 21 23
4.3. Advantages and limitations of the proposed technique

The advantages of the proposed method are:

1. The number of algorithm stages is always the number of
activities in the project, and the information summary of
each stage is sufficient for generating the next stage.
These characteristics have attenuating effects on the
solution complexity.

2. The algorithm can deal with any number of limiting
resources using the same number of stages.

3. The more constraints there are, the less the number of
feasible schedules, and therefore the less complex the
algorithms. The complexity decreases with:
(a) the number of limiting resources,
(b) the lower the resource availability levels,
(c) the number of precedence constraints (immediate

predecessors) and,
(d) the number of activities that require most of the

resource level.
4. Considering only the project duration, the solution is the

best non-delay solution, which is a class of schedules
known to contain near optimal solutions.

5. The algorithm can be made to generate multiple solu-
tions by either generating a set of optimal solutions to
choose from. Alternatively some bounding can be
removed to generate more near optimal solutions. This
could be important if a certain schedule is not feasible
due to circumstances that cannot be incorporated into
the model.

The limitation of the method lies in its being a heuristic
and its inability to ensure the optimal solution (which may
be a delay schedule). If the precedence constraints and the
resource constraints are very loose, the complexity could
grow in a non-polynomial manner. In such cases, more
restrictive bounding could help reduce the complexity,
but at the expense of giving up on finding the best non-
delay solution and compromising on a ‘‘good’’ non-delay
solution. Therefore, more restrictive bounding should be
adopted only in extreme cases. Moreover, similarly to other
RCPSP scheduling models, the proposed technique does
Example source

ject ‘‘early start’’
leveling

MS-Project ‘‘late start’’
resource leveling

15 [6] p. 207
8 [6] p. 265

22 [11] p. 224
6 [26]

12 Numerical example
35 Numerical example
40 [15]
17 [2]
20 [7]
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not consider factors such as the size of the project delay
loss, the cost of sudden establishing of resources, the
start-up cost, the cost of idle resources and the uncertainty
in the evaluation of activity duration.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the advantages of using non-
delay scheduling and the limitations of existing non-delay
models. The Non-Delay concept is efficient in reducing
project risk and reducing project duration. Moreover, it
often happens that a project manager who negotiated for
resources in his project cannot afford to use a Delay con-
cept in scheduling. In such cases, non-delay scheduling
would yield the best solution.

A new branch and bound algorithm was introduced.
This model efficiently enumerates all the efficient non-delay
schedules and gives a near optimal (or in some cases, opti-
mal) solution to the RCPSP. The model is fully computer-
ized and provides a solution within seconds. The surprising
simplicity of the model enables easy programming, insignif-
icant computing time, and memory requirements.

The algorithm was compared with other heuristics and
with the optimal solutions of a set of RCPSP problems
from the literature and demonstrated its ability to find
near optimal (and optimal) solutions. The difference
between a global optimal solution and the solution pro-
vided by the suggested procedure is negligible. While find-
ing the global optimal solution a tedious process and
requires a complicated computing procedure, the sug-
gested procedure converges to its optimal solution very
fast. The factors affecting the complexity of the algorithm
were discussed as well as the advantages and limitations of
the algorithm.
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